Library
Changes And
Rearrang es

Co lb y Awaits Li quor License
In May of this year the State of Maine passed an act
allowing "premises on or within 300 feet of a postsecondary school" to be granted a liquor license by the
State Liquor Commission. The legal technicalities surrounding this act , however, make the matter of obtaining such a license not as simple as it might appear. Technically, the law only allows a college to approve a liquor
license on its premises; the school cannot itself apply
for one. Some group within the community must
obtain the license, with all of the legal problems involved.
The greatest problem Colby faces involves the type
of license for which the college could apply . There are
three possibilities, each one having its particular disadvantage. Any establishment holding a Class A Tavern or
a Class A Restricted license would have to be open to the
general public. Obviously this would be an undesirable
predicament for Colby, which already has enough trouble
with some of the local people without inviting them here
for a drink.
A Club license, although restricted to its members ,
presents another type of problem. Any group applying
for a Club license must be a non-profit, corporate organ-

Apart from the relocation of that ever elusive checkout desk, new changes are coming to Miller Library.
The pit will soon be sporting new bright orange drapes
and a new paint job . In an effort to make the pit a more
pleasant place in which to write your papers the carrels
will be painted in a variety of bright colors. Professor
Curran, this year's acting librarian, has launched Proje ct
Pit which also includes replacing those outdated books on
the pit bookshelves with literary tools such as dictionaries,
a thesauras . and guides for writing papers to aid the
student studying in the pit.
Also located on these shelves will be a paperb ack exchange , available for use by all members of the college
communitv. This exchange will not involve any book

ization which has been "in continuous operation and
existence" for at least one year prior to filing the application. No agency on campus is incorporated , other than
the college itself , and it cannot hold the license. If a corporate organization were to be established , this would
mean a wait of at least one year before filing the application. Also, because the student body does not represent
a permanent organization, there is the question of exactly
who would constitute the members of the corporate
group. And even more basically, there is the uncertainty
of how the group would be organized.
If the corporate group were to be established and the
one-year waiting period endured , there would still be a
good deal of bureaucratic rigamarole to be done away
with before a liquor-serving establishment could operate
on campus. The Board of Trustees, the various municipal
offices, and the State Liquor Commission , as well as the
Maine State Insurance Company, would have to approve
the operating procedures of the establishment.
As of now, an attorney is being consulted on the various legal aspects of the situ ation. All Colby can do for the
present is plan and wait, along with all of the other Maine check out. Just deposit what no longer has a place" in your
colleges .
library on the exchange shelf and select any books which
appeal to you. The purpose of the exchange is to provide
a diversion from required textbook reading. To make this
plan work , Ms. Curran is asking all students and faculty
members to contribute books they no longer need or
want
man plays a special role in the universe, and the idea that
Another new feature of the library is a book sale on
creatures are produced in order to be used by other crea- a table by the card catalog between 8:30 a.m. and
tures. Man is not better than any other living being, and 5:00 p.m. The books are library duplicates or departso all creatures are part of the natural process called Tao.
ment rejects, and can be bought from the secretary at
Taoist philosophy had no thought of a creator but prices ranging from ten cents to one dollar. Music
rather a cyclical concept of evolution, from simple to
books left over from the old library are now in plentiful
comple x and , again , to simple (similar to "from dust to supply . Maps done by resources librarian Caroline Smith
dust"), a continual , eternal process. The Tao was seen as are also a welcome addition this year , and Ms. Curran is
the ever-pulsating force in the universe which created and attempting to improve communication with members of
was the created , in other words, "the sum total of the uni- the faculty and administration through a library newsverse;" although the universe is infinite, everything within letter.
the universe is relative.
Each of the three early Taoist teachers mentioned by
Bodde had his own particular view which became known
as the "Taoist School" much later in the 1st century B.C.
Lao Tzu , who may have existed as an individual or only
as a name used for the collection of writings, probably
wrote during the 4th century B.C., a time of revolutionary change and upheaval. Accordingly, he dealt with the
problem of man 's survival. Lao Tzu 's approach was to put
oneself into the background , to be quiet and weak, as
water , which being the softest and weakest element,
overcomes the hardest and strongest. J!^______i non-activity
Concerning library security , the checkout desk has
or , more accurately translated , absence of artificial acti- been moved to the stack entrance and more townspeople
vity was the way to live in the world , in" a n a tura l, un- are being employed to challenge people in an effort to
forced ' manner. The Taoists saw human institutions as per- cut down on stolen and missing books. Since students
versions of a previous state of innocence ; therefore, laws have been hesitant in challenging their peers, they are not
were indications that society had gone wrong and served employed at the checkout desk any longer.
only to worsen circumstances. Lao Tzu 's aim was to be
There will be only one exit from the stacks,
satisfied with simple necessities, be without desires, and The periodical entrance has been closed, preventing a
live in a small community without an elaborate system of draft in that room. In terms of fire escape hazards, the
government .
closed stack entrances present no prob lem b ut t he whole
Chuang Tzu was the greatest individualist , who op- building does not conform to Maine state firejaws.
posed society ns a whole , saying thnt real happiness was Ms. Curran stated that this problem will have to be invespossible only when creatures follow individual dictates. tigated and that Miller may be the next building to
undergo fire escape renovation.
continued on pag e seven

Bodde On Taoism
Dr. Derk Bodde , of the University of Pennsylvania ,
gave the third lecture of Colby's China series, last Wednesday, October 3. Prof. Parker introduced Dr. Bodde by giving an extensive background , which included ten years
spent in China, as a child, a student , and a research fellow .
Having serve d in many positions and committees dealing
with China and Asia, Dr. Bodde's knowledge and insights
have a broad range.

For this Franklin J. Matchette lecture, Bodde chose to
discuss "Taoism in Classical China ." At the beginning, he
narrowed the topic to early Taoism , that of three philosophers who lived between the 4th and 2nd centurie s B.C.:
La o Tzu , Chuang Tzu , an d Lieh Tzu ("Tzu " meaning
"Master "). The philosophy of Ta.ism nt this time had
nothing to do with later practices of shamanism , alchemy,
and striving for eternal life, when early Taoist writings
were used as a basis for many different directions that
Taoism took.
The Tao signified an attitude toward the universe and ,
later , towar d the human world . The Taoists' approach to
their environment was a naturalistic ono with nn intense
love of nature. Their view denied anthropocentrism , that

continued on page six
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by George Neuberger

I nternational

In the widest military
action since the Six Day
War of 1967, the Middle
East was once again plunged into battles on air,
land , and sea. Fighting
began last Saturday at
8:00 a.m. (EDT), as Israelis were celebrating the
holiday of Yom Kippur.
The battles were on
Israel's borders with Egypt along the Suez Canal in the
West and with Syria in the Golan Heights in the East.
As usual, each side blamed the other for the origin of
the hostilities.
According to Cairo Radio , Israeli jets attacked the
Egyptian-held sou thwest side of the canal , and eleven
Israeli warplanes were downed. Sources in Tel Aviv
reported that Egyptian forces crossed the canal and
broke through Israeli defense positions in several places.
Syrian and Israeli ground forces clashed in the Golan
Heights, with each side claiming that their actions were
only retaliatory.
On instruction from President Nixon , Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger conferred by telephone with the
foreign ministers of the countries involved and appealed
to them for an end to the new hostilities.
Troops of the Cambodian government struggle d to
keep crucial Cambodian highways open in the wake of
an .offensive;by Viet Cong-led rebel troops. Reports
issued by the Cambodian government labeled the attempt
to hold Highway 5 a "critical" situation. Highway 5 connects Phnom Penh to the rice paddies of Battambahd
Province, an agricultural region.
Phnom Penh's other overland supply route , Highway
4 , was blocked by enemy troops on September 25 and
is still held. Highway 4 links the city to the country 's
only deep-water seaport , Lompong Som.

The Austrian government of Chancellor Bruno
Kreisky announced that it would close its transit camp
for Soveit Jews emigrating to Israel. Claiming that Austria is neutral, Kreisky argued that Austria must stay
"equidistant" between Israel and the Arab nations.

National

Acting under a three-week statute of limitations
deadline, the Justice Department replied to Vice President Agnew's suit against the Department by arguing
that the Vice President can be indicted and tried for
criminal charges. If the Vice President is indicted by
the Baltimore grand jury , however, the House of Representatives will receive an opportunity to initiate impeachment proceedings before criminal prosecution
begins.
The wholesale price index showed the largest onemonth decline in more than 25 years during September.
Herbert Stein, President Nixon's chief economic advisor, reported that this decline was led by a sharp
decline in food prices. The decline will probably not
continue, however. Within the next six months; the
price of food may rise by another 10%, according to
Mr. Stein. He also reported that during the month of
September , the unemployment rate remained steady
at about 4.8%.
A Joint Congressional conference committee
approved a bill which would limit the President's war
making powers unless the Congress had granted specific
approval. While the compromise is expected to be ratified by both houses this week, the President is expected
to veto the legislation, thus returning it to Congress
where a Presidential veto has not yet been overridden
this year.

State

Governor Kenneth Curtis has announced the appointment of Professor Donaldson Koons of the Colby
geology department to organize a new state environmental agency. Professor Koons is well known throughout Maine and New England for his activities in the field
of environmental preservation and protection.

more NEW FACULTY
by Bruce Drouin
Two assistant professors have joined the Modern
Languages Department this year. Both have diverse
backgrounds and interests to enliven the foreign
languages program.
Ms. Barbara Woshinsky comes to Colby after a
two-year period of unemployment. She was able to
use this time to revise her doctora l dissertation for
publicatio n, and to begin research on an eighteenthcentury French feminist. Previously, she taught at
Kenyon College, aft er receiving her B.A. from Oberlin
and her Ph.D. from Yale .
Seventeenth-century French literature is Ms.
Woshinsky's speciality. She finds Colby a good
pla ce, full of interested , straightforward students. The
Jan Plan , she says, is "a good time to do something
significant, to put in some time on something special."
As an active, if not militant, supporter of the feminist
movement, Ms. Woshinsky would like to direct a
"self-discovery " course for women some January. This
would study the role of women in media and literature.
Actually, Ms, Woshinsky's own lifestyle proves a
personal kind of "self-discovery." Her husband is a
professor of political science at U.M.P.G., which means
140 miles of round-tri p commuting, practical only on
weekends. Ms. Woshinsky finds this an unusual situation,
but handles it in good humor, Hopefully, her w ork here
will make the separation worthwhile.
Robert Sims comes to Colby with a strong background in French and Spanish. He did his doctoral
work at Wisconsin , and then spent two years in Colum
bia with the Peach Corps. He worked primarily with

Ms. Barbara Wosh insky
coffee farmers, but found time to become fascinated with
Columbian literature. Sims termed his Peace Crops experience "grea t," but stressed the need f or special skills on
the part of volunteers.
Professor Sims agrees with Ms. Woshinsky about the
willingness of Colby students to seek out their teachers
and ask questions. He has found many of his students
interested in learning a second language, disgusted,
perhaps, by bad high school experiences. A second
language is a "growing need ," he feels, since many people
travel abroad. The language is a "key to expanding one's
understanding ond appreciation of other cultures."
Sims hopes to help his students realize this need.

POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES

Death Of
A Democracy

by Qaiser Khan
What has happened in Chile, in clear and simple
terms, is this-the overthrow of a democratically elected
government by a fascist military machine. Feeling as I
do about democracy this seems to me to be the only
way to put it. Democracy is what three million people
in my country (Bangladesh) died for in 1971.
Examining news stories f rom Chile is dif f icult. With
the possible exception of Newsweek and Time, the
U.S. press seems to be content to block out news of the
outer world. Society news is liable to take precedence
over the killing of innocent civilians in the street, over
the murder of democratically elected leaders. The
average man in the street does not get an accurate
picture of the situation in Chile. The people of the
country which is known as the father of modern
democracy would feel strongly about the strangulation of democra cy in other parts of the world , if only
to the extent of putting pressure on the administration and big-business not to support the dictatorships.
Examining the bits and pieces of news that do turn
up we begin to see shocking parallels between Chile* of
today and Germany of forty years ago. Remember the
persecution of the Jews. It reminds one of a certain
Adolf of the Munich beer-halls. That is what is happening
in today 's Chile. The leader of the jun ta has come out
with the statement noting that in the past the Jews
had" held all the "cushy" jobs and tha t this would not
be allowed to continue. In Germany they burned books
to replace them with those more in line with Nazi
ideolo gy . Books are burning in the streets of Chile. In
this age! In this day!
The rise of Salvador Allende in a democracy with
the wealth and income distribution pattern that Chile
has, was inevitable. It would occur anywhere with
similar distribution of wealth. A few controlled almost
everything while the vast majority had not even the basic
necessities of life. It seems that a section of the socalled middle-class has come out in favor of the military dictators. They say it is a return to good times.
What return ? They were always in good times. Even
Allende could do nothing about it. The upper middle
class still had their exclusive status clubs. They ate well
and they drank well, as they had always done at the
expense of the vast majority. However, they felt their
ex clusive status threatened by the democratic set-up.
It is unnatural in a democracy for so few to be wealthy
while the vast maj ority has next to nothing. The very
nature of democracy is guaranteed to safe-guard against
these abuses. Only a fascist setrup could protect the
status quo. So, they opted for Fascism through military dictatorship. They did everything they could to
ensure the failure of democracy. In the end , the oldest
democracy in South America died an unnatural
death.
Why can this happen? Why can a selfish minority
triumph over the vast majority? One reason is certainly
because the democratic nations of the world don 't give
a damn. If for instance the U.S. refused to cooperate
with the military dictators where would they be tomorrow ? America represents to the rest of the world
liberty and democracy. However this golden image is
slowly being tarni shed-chief ly because various U.S.
administrations have backed or at least failed to condemn such activities by power hungry dictators. Perhaps this was to protect the interests of the vast conglomerates. They certainly benefit fro m dictators receiving favors and markets for their products. Dictators of even the poorest of countries usually undertake ambitious but , self-crippling armament programs.
The people of the United States can prevent future
Chiles and at the same time help restore democracy to
present-day Chile. All it takes is a cable to your congressman and senator. The administration 's policy can
be changed.

WHOSE

HONOR?

by Cathy McGengle
Secrecy breeds distrust. Therefore, inherent in the
conferring of honorary degrees is the danger that some
people will not agree with the choices.
A faculty-student committee welcomes and screens
suggestions for honorary degrees; the final decision is
made by the Honorary Degrees Committee of the
Board of Trustees. Prof . Cohn MacKay of the English
departm ent will be the faculty representative to that
committee this year.
Prof. MacKay outlined the procedure for choosing
degree recipients. The student-faculty committee considers every suggestion, but it is expected that whoever
submits a name will have done some background research on the individual, especially if the person is
not well-known.MacKay mentioned , however, that it
has been the policy of the degree committee to choose
less well-known, but none the less worthy candidates
to receive honorary degrees at commencement. Every
suggestion is weighted equally, and the committee tries
to find a candidate for each degree category, such as
Doctor of Letters, Doctor of Laws, Doctor of Fine
Arts. However, it is not always possible to confer each
degree every year.
Another problem is getting a candidate who is able
to accept the degree. In order to receive the honor , the
recipient must be able to attend commencement
exercises. This is not always possible, even though some
one may very much wish to be able to accept. It is
f or this reason tha t many peopole, who have suggested
candidates and have found that their suggestions were

Feminist
Speaks
by Amy Caponetto

Those who overcame their initial qualms and stayed
to hear Jo Jacobs lecture on "Sexism in Textbooks"
were rewarded with a stirring experience. Ms. Jacobs
presented her statement in a sensitive and often witty
fashion tha t drew the attention of all the the support
of most of the audience.
She opened the lecture with a series of what are by
now familiar proverbs, teachings and opinions that
spanned nationalities, religions and personalities through
the ages-all derogatory of women. Representative of
male chauvinistic doctrine was the following gem
spoken by Spiro Agnew:there are three things that
have challenged men: the ocean , fools and women. The
ocean has he tamed; fools and women remain untamed.
At this point , Ms. Jacobs observed that to many people
the term "women 's liberation" conjures up an image of
"wild" females. She then offered herdefinitionof what
the term "women 's liberatio n" means. The women 's
liberation movements is a human movement based on
the belief that no human being should be born into an
inferior status due to physical differences. On this
premise she stressed the point that the movement necessarily involves the liberation of men as well. She claimed
that the actions taken by the women 's liberation movement, based on this belief in equality, seek a ^voluntary*
correction of injustices, Ms. Jacobs maintained , however,
that if this did not occur the movement would "sue
the bastards." She contended that it is necessary
for women to begin to "act by, with and for themselves first , and then for others."
Ms. Jacobs then explained and illustrated how the
oppression of women began and is presently maintained
In this society, it is "necessary to maintain a male patriarchy and to recognize the white male as the rulin g
superior. " She stated that in the same manner that
racism has been institutionalized in America, so. had
male chauvinism. She also said that the oppressed have
been very carefully taugh t to act and feel intcriorand that they have learned to well.
Through the use of slides the audience visited "Dick
and Jane , Mommy and Spot and that whole crowd"
who inhabit the world of grammar school reading textbooks, And It was with a shock that the audience
realized who blatant the discrimination is. On all
levels the contexts of the books' always contained two
to three times as many stories featuring an all male cast

not among the degree recipients, feel that the committee
more or less takes things into its own hands. Prof.
MacKay clearly stated that th is is not the case. When a
a degree candidate is approached by the committee,
it is hoped that the person will keep the offer confidential if he is unable to accept. Naturally, this insures
that the eventual recipient will not feel that he is
perhaps, a second or third choice. No one knows who
the final choices are until graduation.
There exist few assumptions, or misunderstandings
concerning the reasons for giving out honorary degrees.
The most popular one involves money. It is often
thought that by handing out an honorary degree to a
rich person , Colby w ill have assured itself of a large
contribution to the college. Prof. MacKay denied this,
citing for example the fact that Charles A. Dana , of
Dana Hall, was given an Honorary Doctorate here in
1968, some years after the bequest was given for
Dana Hall. A nother misconception is that the college
will give a degree to a member of a minority group,
merely because he is of a minortiy group. MacK ay
said that although this may be a nationwide trend , Colb y
will recognize such persons if they are worthy, but
Colby does not go out of its way to find someone to
fill that category.
Perhaps there is a better way to choose? Perhaps
Colby gives out too many or too few degrees every
year? Becasue of the absolute privacy that the Honorary Degrees Committee deman ;, it may seem that the
suggestion procedure is a closed one. Nothing could
be further from the truth , according to MacK ay. The
committee "sifts and organizes information, but
the members do not close themselves off." Any member of the Colby community may submit a name for
consideration, as long as they realize that they may
well be disappointed come commencement.
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H
A Colby student who was taking the year off to
H study as an apprentice . furniture-maker was shot
nj and killed last week when he climbed up in a tree
Bj to shake down some apples and was mistaken for
H a bear by a neighbor.
H
Mike Shepardson, a freshman, last year , was
¦
up in an apple tree at dusk about one quarter of
H a mile from his home in Amherst, Maine when a
H Reginald Leighton mistook him for a bear. Police
B say, Leighton fired a single shot killing Shepardson
H instantly.
H
Ray Michael Shepardson was the son of
H Dr. and Mrs. John Shepardson. Funeral services
¦
were held Sunday in Rensselear, New York.
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by Al Harding
Any student wfto took Economics 221—now 141—
could state with quiet certainty that inflation
most seriously hurts those with fixed incomes.
Stu-G is undoubtedly suffering for this reason. A
fixed income of $60 ,000 is its share of the Student
Activity Fee which we all pay annually. However,
the traditional organizations at Colby are all requesting
more funds this year. Moreover, the requests can, in
many instances, be legitimized in the face of the
decreasing purchasing power of their allocations.
Since Stu-G's funds are not increased, it has no
than those featuring all females. Usually the stories
capability to increase the clubs' allocations.
about girls are extremely boring. One second grade
The problem of inflation is one of many that
Stu-G has to face in regard to the budget. This
level story takes place while the little seven year old
year
girl sits under a hair dryer. Often in stories featuring
, they also have a deficit of $6 ,320 incurred
girls and boys together the girls are complacently inin the last fiscal year, due. to the wild spending of
active or else serving the boys. Such is the case in the
last year's ORACLE and other organizations.
story where the "children work with tools." Actually
This deficit must be repaid out of current funds.
Overexpenditures by organizations have also succeeded
the boys work with the tools. The girls, in pretty,
fluffy dresses bring the tools to the boys and happily
in depleting Stu-G's capital and investment accounts
hold the utensils for the creative fellows.
by $ 8,350. These accounts provide money for
large purchases for various organizations. Since
Ms. Jacobs pointed out that there is a psychotic
no payments have been made to the capital accounts
preoccupation in the texts with cleanliness , especially
with keeping the house clean. Under stories titled, "Mother in the past four years, it is possible—barring the
Works Too," Mom is shown only engaged in various
miracle of a generous benefactor-that Colby
Stu d ent Government will soon find itself without
house cleaning tasks. But an interesting aspect to this
is that many stories portraying girls engaged in trying
this source of money.
The present Treasurer's Committee of Stu-G
to imitate Mom or please her by cleaning up, were
clumsy and incompetent.
is attempting to stop the overexpenditures, with
Sometimes, though rarely , the girls are allowed to
a new contract system . Before any spending
capability is received , four members-preferably
succeed in these stories , as when the boy 's baseball team
concedes to play the girls' team , as Pop points out to
officers-of each organization must pledge full
responsibility for the overexpenditure. These conhis son the extra practice would not hurt , and the girls
win . But the girls are not allowed to enjoy their victory.
tracts will give Stu-G some recourse against clubs
which are overzealous in their spending habits.
They feel that perhaps they should have let the boys
The problems of Stu-G are further compounded
win, that it would have been better if the boys had
by another factor , Not only are clubs requesting
won. This f iction was backed up with real stories
more in order to broaden their functions, but
written for a study by male and female candidates to
there are additional new clubs which are requesting
medical school, The stories by the males about "John "
budget allocations. The only solution to this conflict
all portrayed him as conscientious , hard-working and
involves greater spreading of the already thinning
deserving of his success} those about "Anne " written
wealth. For example , SoeiaiLife and Academic
by the women depicted her as an ujly grind who cannot
Life both suffered ten percent cuts. In the words
fully appreciate her success because of the "twinge of
of Academic Life Chairperson Martha Dewey,
sadness" she feels from having sacrificed all those week"We all have to accept the cuts...that's the way it is."
end nights in order to prepare herself for her career.
The easy answer is for Stu-G to get more money.
Or worse is the intelligent Anne who drops out of
However,
Stu-G Treasurer Fred Traversi points out
medical school so she well not have to compete with
that
in
order
to get an increase in funds, Stu-G must
her fiance. She gives up her career , putting all her years
take the proposal to Colby's Tr easurer , President ,
of hard work in vain , and settles down to be wife,
and
Board of Trustees. These people are reluctant
mother and housecleaner.
to increase Stu-G's funds until Stu-G shows that it
Ms. Jacobs pointed out that such sex-stereotyping
is
able to responsibly handle its present funds.
begins with the blue blanket and the pink blanket and
A continual deficit is not exactly prima face
continues from there. She also indicated that it is
evidence
of responsible spending, This attitude
extremely damaging to both men and women to be
of the administration is strengthening the
stereotyped according to sex. Womein are not allowed
determination of Traversi to keep Stu-G out of the
to progress beyond a child-like dependence, Men are
red. However, he would be reluctant to ask for
programmed to be the strong aggressors which denies
increased funds which would raise the Student
the possibility of a sensitive or emotional expression.
The question and answer discussion which followed the Act ivit y Fee, since a number of students never
atten d an academ ic or social f unct ion or b elon g to
lecture proved to be a stimulatinfj ._ exciting exchange.
a
club.
The discussion began with an apology by one of the men
What does this all mean for the Colby student
for the cynical remarks he had peppered the lecture
continued on page seven
continued on page seven

Where Are You
When We Need You ,
Bill y Jean?

Sorry, Department of Physical Education, but there cannot be enough "good
reasons" to justify the kind of discrimination practiced in regard to Colby athletics. The money, the time, the priorities
all go to men. Why? "Because women do
not participate." Well, women do participate , but for reasons that differ from
men's. Women go out for teams for pure
love of the sport. They must; there is certainly no glory or prestige in it. In fact ,
playing for Colby actually costs women
money. Any girl willing to work , practice (at 6:30 a.m.) and play plus pay for
the privilege, must be dedicated.
The argument evolves into a classic
chicken-and-egg controversy . Is the program deficient because no one is interested, or is not one interested because why
ested, or is no one interested because
why bother? Colby has acted on the former assumption; perhaps it is now time
to shift the emphasis to the latter. Join
a women's conference, provide practice
hours and coaches, sponsor trips , offer
steak before meals, give out uniformsthose talented women may arrive in
droves. If women join teams under the
present unequal system, what glories
might they achieve if acknowledged by
their alma mater?
We would hesitate to believe that the
Physical Education Department does not
care if women compete athletically at
Colby. They could not possibly subscribe to the malignant belief that women
were not suited to be athletes, anyway
The present appalling situation must surely be due to an oversight, or a misunderstanding. We would hate to make hasty
judgements about "chauvinism"

For The Stud ents By The Trustees
As is pointed out in the article on
honorary degrees, secrecy breeds distrust
Secrecy breeds ignorance as well. Most
Colby students are not aware of the procedures by which their commencement's
honorary degree recipients are chosen.
Furthermore, the recipients, although not
necessarily unworthy or undeserving, are
often unknown to the students.
Presently student suggestions are channeled through the Honorary Degree Committee, These and other suggestions, such
as nominations from alumni, Maine residen ts and professionals are funneled to
the Board of Trustees which makes the
final decision. The number of student
suggestions in this massive pool is pitifully small.
As it stands, few students realize that
they can make suggestions; probably even
fewer students know of the existence of
the Committee. Not enough channels
exist through which students are encouraged to nominate candidates. Although
the Committee meets only three times a
year, it should go out of its way to inform students of the deadlines and necessary preparation and research, rendering the somewhat enigmatic procedure
more lucid and beneficial to those for
whom the commencement is designed .
In addition to outright solicitation of student suggestions, students should be informed where to bring their nominations.
All this occurs, at the grass roots level,
But the ultimate choice still lies with the
Board of Trustees. Particularly in a decision which pertains to studen ts, w h at
good are two non-voting student represent a t ives to t h e B oar d ?

To the E ditors:
The article in last week's ECHO entitled "Rules
Change" did an acceptable j ob at explaining some of
the reasons why the method for choosing Stu-G
representatives was changed this year, but it left
the erroneous impression that the new system was a
success. Though in theory it could have worked fine,
the entire election was handled with su ch ineptitude
that, for several reasons, the new system did not work
well at all.
First, in some dormitories notice of the meeting
at which the new representatives were to b e elected
did not go up until as late as four o'clock , only three
hours before the meeting. I know of at least one person who never even knew his dorm meeting was taking
place. There must surely be others, meanwhile, who
because of the lack of time were unable to change
appointments which prevented them from making it
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to the election. Because anyon e not at the meeting
could not \ote , these people were improperly denied
the chance to cast a ballot. Candidates themselves,
meanwhile, did not know of the time or manner of
the election befo re anyone else. This left them
little if any time to campaign , and they still had no
idea who, if anyone, was their opponent. Because a
number of legitimate petitions had not come to the
attention of these people running the election, they
themselves did not know who all of the candidates
were until a few hours before the elections.
Second , it is inherent in the running of any election that certain precautionary measures be taken
to minimize the possibility of election fraud. Specifically, students should be able to vote only in the
dormitories in which they reside and no one should
have the chance to be able to vote more than once.
Though 1 have no reason to suspect that either of
these situations actually occurred, the elections were
run in such a lax manner that they could have very
easily.
And third, the organizing of the election was so
poor that in some dormitories the elections were
chaotic. To illustrate I will describe what happened
in my own dorm. At one o'clock I was asked to run
the meeting of my dorm; since I was a candidate
(mine was one of the petitions that had not yet come
to light) I could not , but reluctantly I agreed to find
someone in my dorm who would . At 6:30, when the
meeting was to start, I was upstairs still explaining
to the person I had found what to do; when I got
downstairs a few moments later, however, I discovered
that someone else from outside the dorm had also
been asked to run the meeting, and this person had
already convened it and was about to start the voting.
What had taken place at the meeting prior to then I
do not know , nor do I know what kind of impression
I left arriving at the meeting late after the other candidate had already been introduced , but both may have
been factors in why I lost the election by a narrow
margin.
Though numberous persons were involved in the
situations I have described , I feel that the only person
who can be held accountable for what happened was
Martha Bernard , who was responsible for organizing
and overseeing the election. The other persons were
at as much of a loss as I was and acted only as they
had been told or thought best. Why everything could
not have been planned and taken care of long beforehand I do not know , but the fact they were not resulted in a confused election of questionable validity.
Sincerely,
Paul Casto
An open letter to the Colby community :
For over fifteen years now certain individuals at
Colby have pushed for a Performing Arts Center on
Mayflower Hill. Plans were drawn up and well over
a thousand students and faculty members signed petitions designating their support. Yet even now Colby has
no immediate intention of providing its community
with any such f acility, Considering the seriousness
with which crews, players, an d pro ducers create
their performances and the enthusiasm of the audiences w hich atten d t hem , it is hard to believe that
Ro b erts Lof t an d Runna ls Un ion are t h e on ly places

available for theatrical productions on campus. Anyone
who has carried heavy lighting equipment and set
material up the two flights of stairs of Roberts, or who
has felt the sweltering hesat and pressing audiences of
the Loft can readily understand the gross inadequacies of the place. Runnals, which has at least a small
stage, is basically a gymnasium and will remain so
as long as the boundary markings lie on the floor.
Powder and Wig, the English Department,
Student Governmentjand Senior Class Officers , and
other groups are coordinating their efforts in order
to launch a campaign to raise support and funds
which would mark the realization of a Performing
Arts Center. The general support of the campus
is essential if any real progress is to be made.
Many students will be needed to circulate petitions
and posters, to speak enthusiastically about plans,
and to help with performances as part of the campaign. Everyone interested in helping provide
Colby with this kind of cultural facility is cordially
begged to tray dine with us this Sunday night in
the Whitney Room of Roberts Union. Please come
and contribute your enthusiasm and talents to
help quench Colby's burning need for a Performing
Arts Center.
Candace Burnett

more letters . ..
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October 11, 19 73

To the students of Colby College:
This is to inform the student body of the unfortunate changes in the format of the Coffee
House this year. The Coffee House will be open
less this year and the cover charge will be at least
50 £. There will be no more free tea and coffee.
As a matter of fact, nothing will be free. The reason
for this is the budget cut we have received from
Stuent
Studen t Government. (Last year we received
$1 ,500 from Stu-G and a subsequent $1,500 from
Social Life.) Stu-G voted 14-13 to give us only
$2,200. This means that if we want to have quality
entertainment , the Coffee House will have a hard
time being open once a weekend let alone both
Friday and Saturday nights.
It seems ridiculous to me that a student organization that appeals to the general student body
by providing a place to go every weekend to listen
to good music, be with friends , and buy food and
drinks is not given a workable budget. I realize
that we all have to cut down on our expenditures
this year, but cutting the Coffee House $1 ,000
goes beyond the bounds of "cutting back". We
had a lot of new ideas and plans for making the
Coffee House into a place where almost everyone
would enjoy going to. We had planned to cut the
cover charge to 25£ . We had planned to have three
big concerts a semester (approximately $300
each) plus smaller ones every weekend . We wanted
to increase the variety of entertainment to include
all types of music plus poetry readings and independent
theater productions. Now we find ourselves wondering if we will be able to afford to bring to Colby
the excellent j azz band that I heard over the weekend. The blue fj ass night we had envisioned is
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now in question. In short, the Coffee House, instead
of being able to improve this year will have to cut
back which means we will be open less and cost
more as I refuse to lower the standard of entertainment.
Why did Student Government cut the Coffee
House budget so much? We all know of the lack
of things to do in Waterville, Maine. The Coffee
House was an attempt to fill that void. Now ,
instead of being a place you-can count on every
weekend it w ill become a special event. The whole
concept of the Coffee House has been defeated;
it was designed to be a place of informal entertainment serving the students of Colby College every
weekend. Now it is back to Frat parties, private
parties, or down-town locations. The alternative
Coffee House atmosphere will be rare. Also, the one
place on campus that offered food for sale on the
weekends will not be able to do so on a regular
basis. People with munchies will have to leg it
downtown or, as one member of Stu-G suggested ,
go to the Hall of the Machines. How a stale tuna
fish sandwich compares to a fresh homemade piece
of banana bread with cream cheese on it , I don 't
know.
In conclusion, please, when you come to the
Coffee House don 't complain to us about the
cover charge. Complain to your Stu-G representative. And w hen you 're sitting around on a Saturday
night with nothing to do and you wander over to
the Coffee House to see what's happening there,
don't be surprised when it is closed.
Sincerely,
Laurie Bedig, Coffee House Director
P.S. I can't afford to put an ad in this week's
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ECHO, but if you stop by the Coffee House this
Saturday night at 8:30 you will hear some poetry
being read by fellow students plus a bit of music
in between. I wanted it to be free , but will have
to charge 25c* and that's the last time it will ever
be so cheap...;

• • • • • •• t e a e e - t e e o - * * *
To the Editor:
I have to take exception to one phrase in Ms.
Selby's excellent article on the Colby College-Thomas
College exchange program (Echo , Sept . 27). I was involved in opening the way for three students to enroll in
the course in Human Anatomy and Physiology at
Thomas. Two of these students intend to go into
Physical Therapy and one into Speech Therapy. For
the aims of these three, I felt that this would be a
very beneficial course.
My exception is to Ms. Selby's statement referring
to this course as "helpful to the aspiring medical
student." A major part of the medical student 's
first year program is concerned with human anatomy
and physiology. This course, then could be too
much of a duplication to be looked on with any
favor in medical school admission. The Department
of Biology at Colby offers three courses, Chordate
Evolution, General Physiology, and Comparative
Physiology, which would not duplicate medical
school courses to any considerable degree. For
pre-medical students interested in undergraduate
work in this area, any of these could be strongly
recommended.
Robert Terry, Chairman
Medical Preparation
Committee

Phys. Ed.: Some Are More Equal
by Rebecca Littleton
In recent years, athletics at Colby, as at many
similar liberal arts institutions, has come under
close scrutiny by a student body less interested
in and less impressed by the performances of
varsity teams than in years past. Three years ago
an examination of the Athletic Budget by the
Financial Priorities Committee at Colby decided ,
in effect , that the orientatio n of the institution
would be diminished in terms of athletics, and
therefore froze that budget. At the same time
that undergraduates were demanding access to
figures and suggesting less money to athletics
and more to academics, the involvement of women
in sports grew steadily, concomitant with womens'
liberation movements and an increased interest
and competitive spirit among college women. The
situation at Colby is interesting, for women have
always had a great variety of sports offerings under
the auspices of the Physical Education Department , but are relative newcomers to intercollegiate
competition, Progress made within the last five
years is encouraging, but when, studied in conj unction with mens' Physical education it is evident that sports at Colby have a long way to go
before achieving any parity.
The most evident and longstanding discrepancy between men and women in this regard
was the disparate requirements of the individual
physical education departments. Completing
physical education is a graduation requirement ,
as determined by faculty vote, and reads in the
catalogue thusly : "Completion of fresh m an
and sophomore physical education requirements
is required for graduation. The sophomore re- .
quirement may be waived by the Department of
Physical Education, " There was no differentiation , on paper , between men and women , but
in verity, the departments interpreted the requirement differently. Women had a two-year
pro gram , eight seasons, some of which could be
completed by independent study and high level
proficiency tests, with the emphasis on carry oVen
sports. The men decided on a one-year program
whereby completion of proficiency tests of participation in varsity sports could waive the requirements. Two years ago, t he womens ' program

changed to an objectively oriented structure. Instead of a season each of swimming, dance, and
a lifetime sport , plus five other seasons, girls
had to complete swimming and another activity
within the categories of body awareness, creativity,
skill, and variety, which comprised a shorter regimen. Last year, Dean Jensen set up a committee
of faculty and staff members for co-ed physical
education , both to relieve the discrepancies of
the separate departments and to offer a wider variety
of activities to students. Ms. Majorie Either is Coordinator of Physical Education; the two sections merged
and established as requirements two semesters of physical education in addition to passing a sw imming test ,
to be completed in the freshman year . Each student
must also pass a fitness test , and undergo a posture
analysis. These requisites may be waived if a student
first passes the swimming test , completes any recommendations from the posture examination , and fulfills
the fitness test , then demonstrates proficiency in a
lifetime sport , or participates in varsity sports.
The programs of the Physical Education Depart- ,
ment are implemented by a womens' physical education staff of three and a men's staff of seven, each instructor also coaching teams and carrying a lighter
teaching schedule in the season that they are head
coach, The women 's physical education offered a
greater variety of activities and conducted a program
of longer duration with a smaller coaching staff , and Ms
Ms. Either admitted "it would be nice if I had three
more people." Reflecting the difference in dimension
is the secretarial staff : the men have one full-time and
one part-time secretary, whereas the women have one
part-time secretary supplemented by student help.
The budget of the Physical Education Department
is a single figure , no longer broken down into.men 's
and women 's allocations; the athletic budget is computed distinctly from that and based on an evaluation of the separate teams, and is therefore divisible
into male/female categories. This budget is formulated
by the staff of the department , submitted to John Win
kin , Chairman of the Department , and forwarded to
the College. Mr. Pullen , Administrative Vice-President ,
stresses that the Department received the figure they
asked for. 1970-7 1 was tho first year that a separate
amount was a llotte d to women , and that figure was
$400. The amount has increased significantly, even
under the frozen budget , but still constitutes less than

10% of the total athletic budget.
There are numerous reasons why the budget largely
favors men's athletics. First, there are more men's teams
at Colby-19 as compared to 11 women's teams- and
many of those teams, especially football, hockey and
track , involve large numbers of players. Secondly , the
women 's teams are a relatively new phenomenon within
the last six years ; there has not been a commensurate
growth in the budget since 1970. Third , much of the
delay in establishing girl's teams was not related to
finances, but to a lack of interested and talented girls,
according to Ms. Either. She was hesitant to start
things without a coaching staff and with an uncertain
financial future , Funds were needed for coaching,
chaperonage , trips, and equipment. Only 13% of Colby
women go out for competitive sports, Winkin asserts,
whereas 50% of the men try out. Fourth , the men play
a different schedule than women, for they belong to the
New England Small College Athletic Conference, involving schools in Massachusetts, N ew York , Connecticut, and Maine, while the women are not affiliated
with any conference. The mens' budget , therefore,
has to include the expenses of traveling-transportation ,
food , and lodging. Ms. Either feels explanations for this
are two-fold : there are women 's teams in Maine with
which to compete , and the girls involved in sports ,
she feels, are not willing to do the traveling a conference
membership entails.
These considerations must be kept in mind when
endeavoring to compare athletics at Colby. In term s
of equipment and supplies , discrepancies are evident.
For example ,the soccer team has game uniforms, practice whites, is supplied with shoes, and on occasion,
has team meals . The football team has game uniforms,
practice uniforms, and shoes, and in the past has scheduled games that incurred the expense of flying-a
practice, Winkin contends, that saved Colby money by
eliminating lodging expenses. Hockey players are supplied with two uniforms, sticks, and are eligible for
discount s on skat es, which run from $70-100, 20% of
which Colby pays. Basketball players are supplied with
$18 sneakers which often do not get a season 's wear.
Hockey and basketball teams are provided with three
mea ls a d ay a t the Silent Woman af ter Sellers closes
during the Christmas recess and before their conference
schedules begin, The ski team is provided with alpine
skis, ju mping skis, racing parkas, practice parkas, sweacontinued on page seven

by Claudia Thornsjo
Joel Young, a sophomore here at Colby, is teaching
a class in classical ballet. Mr. Y oung is an accomplished
ballet artist, schooled in the Russian technique, which
entails more vivacity and emotion than its American
counterpart.
Y oung began his study of ballet in 1962 in Buffalo ,
where he studied and then danced with the Ballet Art
Company for three years. When he had finished , Young
j oined the Chautauqua dance club in New York City ,
under the direction of Statia S'ublitte. He has danced
such roles as the Russian Cavalier in Trepak, and the
Prince in the "Nutcracker Suite ," as well as the Wolf
in "Peter and the Wolf." Young has performed in "Two
Faces of a Woman ," which was danced to Rachmaninoff
Paino Concerto Number Two, and choreographed by
Paul Hanguer. Young has attained the distinction of be
being able to study und er such famous dancers as
Alex Martin, director of the Cleveland Ballet , Eddy
Varnella a lead dancer for the New York City Ballet
^
Company, Arthur Mitchell, director of the Dance
Theater of Harlem, and Alexandria Develova. He has

and artistic qualities? He believes in "technical and professional achievement with a special emphasis on musicality and style. The music sho uld carry you. You
must have some feeling and showmanship without sacri
ficing technicality. What classical ballet really requires
is mind over body." The mind must be trained to feel
the music and the body to think it.
Young asks his seventeen students to work the hour
and fifteen minute class, w hich he would prefer to be
extended to an hour and a half , and then put in extra
time on the moves which they have trouble with. The
students currently involved in the class are mostly
beginners. They were started in classical ballet with
the elementary feet positions, the plie, and the tendue.
The students are now on an intermediate level of work ,
"learning quickly and painfully," says their instructor.
After Young graduates from Colby, he hopes to
enter medical school at the University of Buffalo ,
Harvard , or the University of Howard in Washington,
D.C. He would love to have any people interested in
j oining his Tuesday and Thursday (3 :30) class contact
him. For more information, Young can be reached at
ext. 564.
been on several government enrichment tours, mostly
to small raining towns in Pennsylvania , to demonstrate
dance to people who had not had a chance to experience cultural enrichment.
With this training behind him, Young considered
teaching a class in classical b allet at Colby. When he
visited the college in 197 1 he asked D ean Carroll ab or*the possibility of teaching here. Dean Carroll referred
him to Professor Witham , who recommend ed Dean
Wyman , who recommended Mrs. Either. After this long
process Mrs". Either assigned Young to part time teaching
of a classical ballet group. This year Young has his own
class.
At the time Young was giving performances with a
company he practiced at least eight hours a day; now
he practices at least three. Experience has taught him
that serious classical ballet takes a great deal of hard
work . As he states it, the concept he attempts to inculcate within his students is that "classical ballet takes
a great deal of dedication. " It is an art. Usually when
people refer to art , they think of music, or painting,
or scultpure , but very few think of classical ballet."
How does Young achieve the necessary dedication

>a[rt .and The Computer

by Carolyn Cain
Try thinking about what happens when you
read a textbook . Dr. Frederick Thompson ,*_ in his
lecture T "uesday night described his work in communicating with a computer in written English. The lecture
was the first of eight to be given dealing with the relevance of math in our society. The lectures are sponsored by the General Electric Foundatio n and the
Colb y Math Department.
The main part of the lecture dealt with how to
communicate with the computer in natural written
English, Although some research is being done on
communicating through the spoken word , Dr.
Thompson is not w orking in this area.
The problem in English, or any language for that
matter, is the definition of words and concepts.
Words have different meanings in different contexts,
In the movie Dr. Thompson presented , he demonstrated how word s or concepts were defined, on
the basis of certain "primitive" concepts. For example , "converse" (or'"opposite ") is a primitive concept, Using the example of scheduling students into
classes, the programmer defined "students" as the
Library from page 1
Desks and chairs have been added to the periodical
stack section. Also , now all periodical indices are
in one location; in the microfilm room. According
to Ms. Curran, the new arrangement seems to be
working well; people are p leased to have all Miller ,
entrances open. As for the feasibility of a metal
d etect ion sy stem , such a move would be very costly
and only effective when a library has only one
exit and entrance and therefore would not be
easily adaptable to Miller.
Presently the professional library staff consists

of four full time positions, two less than last year.
This situation is only temporary and will be rectified when the new librarian , James Fraser from
Fairleigh-Dickenson University, arrives next
September. Previous commitments kept Fraser from
beginning his duties this year. The staff also includes
six para-professionals who serve as various collection
assistants as well as two secretaries and two parttime professionals. The library is employing as
much student help as possible within its budget.
The above mentioned positions cannot be made
available to students due to the specialized nature
of the work; furthermore the disrupting frequency of

converse of "course." A course has students. A student has courses. Sentence order and grammar had
to be taught to the computer in mathematically
specific rules. The computer "kn ew" 350 such
rules. Anyone who has learned or is learning a new
language -will envy the computer's vast, split second,
and accurate memory.
Poor spelling confuses the computer. When asked,
"Is Susie Smarty taking Grometry?" the computer
responded with "Eh?" When the question was correctly retyped , the computer had no trou ble with it.
When the film ended Dr. Thompson then explained
that programming a computer to understand basic
English enables anyone to communicate with it. As
was ambiguously defined by Thompson , the computer
can be programmed by an artist, to d o "artistic
things" that only a computer can do. The computer
can then become the tool for the artist-programmer—
but not actually the creator of the "art."Thompson 's
second film contained two ex amples of "computer
art." They were both motion pictures utilizing the idea
of visual movement in space and time.
Frederick Thompson received his A.B. and M.A. in
mathematics at UCLA, and his Ph.D . from the University of Califormia at Berkeley. He belongs to the
American Mathematical Society, the Association for
Computing Machinery and the American Association
for the Advancement of Science ,
student turnover would be impractical.
As for the future , Ms. Curran is in no position to
make long range plans. Those will have to wait
for Mr. Fraser, but she did mention the possibility
of anew science library which would combine the
present geology, biology and physics and mathematics
libraries into one with its own microfilm section.
Whether this new science fa cility would be in
Keyes or Life Science or in a building between the
two or in tlie new science building planned by the
Committee in the Future of Colby has not yet been
determined.

Bodde from page 1
Holden III Award, but that is given to an athlete on
financial aid, and substituted for Colby aid. Despite
This philosopher coped with problems from the point
Parr's contention thai there is "absolutely no" situa- •
of view that problems are man-made and, if denied,
tion at Colby whereby the equity of financial aid
will disappear. Differences are relativistic and , if
awards is subverted, there are known cases of alumni
accepted without attaching judgement , problems no
or interested parties approaching prospective male
longer exist. Chuang Tzu saw life and death as parts
students with athletic ability and offering them moneyof a total process, admitting that life might only be
and those students accepting it. This inclination on
an illusion, like a dream which we know to be a dream
the part of alumni is further illustrated by the awarding
only after we have wakened. Bodde called Chuang
of athletic awards by the department. Of twenty-two
Tzu a mystic because he was conscious of a existence
awards, twenty-two were presented to men in 1972-75.
greater than his own individual being.
It is evident that there are discrepancies between
Bodde pointed out that Taoism is very congenial
ment
and women in athletics at Colby in terms of
with modern scientists' view of the universe, that it
budget allocation, equipment , practice availability,
was not created for man, and modern ecologists' view
by Barbara Forney
and interest. Although there are ramifications, they do
of the world, that we should live more naturally.
It is hard for me to review "You Know
not totally compensate for the greatly inferior position
Scientists,
as
well
as
Taoists,
understand all things to be
Whose Pub" since I am addicted to the place.
of women's sports here. The highly defensive posture
relative, infinitely large and infinitelysmall. It is inPeriodically , in fits of thriftiness, I swear
and uncooperative attitude of the men's physical edu*teresting that with this view of the cosmos the Chinese
off going there. After all, there are a lot of places
cation staff to any investigation of the situation perdid not devise any theoretical system of scientific
where you can drink and eat and carouse for less
suggests that there is an awareness of the inequities,
haps
investigation. This is still thought-provoking and puzmoney. But I inevitably return to the Pub in a
and an accompanying desire to emphasize justifications.
zling to Western scholars. The Taoists were non-scienday or two.
Progress is promised to Colby women in the near
tific and non-analytic; Bodde suggests that this and the
They have a number of things going for themfuture, however.
conspicuous
absence
of
laws
of
the
universe
were based
but mostly it is the atmosphere and the people who
on the Chinese "organismis" universe which operates
work there that draws my business. When I talk
spontaneously. There is an emphasis, then, on the
about atmosphere I am not referring to those
subordination of man to the* natural process.
of
the
Colby
student
orgiastic nights when 75%
Taoism had always been the major opponent of
body is there. Generally, the Pub feels like some
Confu cian thought in China, and Bodde pointed out
kind of club. This is especially true in the afternoon
that there have always been two strains of thought outwhen you are cutting all your classes. You just
side of China which parallel Confucianism and Taoism.
sit around with a couple of large pitchers and some
by A. Wing Mayer
Confucianism represented order , stability through infriends. It 's really a comfortable place to be.
Throughout the history of the American cinema there
stitutions, a society based on patriarchal hierarchy, the
My favorite meal at the Pub is their Sunday
have been surprisingly few attempts to create a serious
acceptance of differences to maintain stability, and
Brunch, which is excellent. You can crawl in
artistic expression through animation. Walt Disney
man being the center of the universe. Taoism contrasted
Sunday afternoon and get an omelet with hashwas responsible for the first feature-length production
this with its feeling for a natural order , enj oyment of
browns and a drink-bloody mary , champagne, etc.
when, in 1937 , his Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
art and poetry, the significance of the female, differfor $2.75. Not bad. Everyone is relaxed and
delighted movie-going audiences. His later Fantasia
ences being equal in their relativity, and man being only
maybe a little hung.
continues to be a giant in the field of animation with its
another part of nature. Confucianism was more for
This year the Pub has started luncheon specials,
multi-media presentation and psychedelic images. Re"mass consumption" because it provided solutions to
which change everyday, with a three week rotation
grettably however, the field of animation has remained
societal problems. Taoism was more suitable for indiOn Wednesday s they decorate the place with
relatively stagnant until recently when Ralph Bakshi
viduals in then private pursuits. The two were combined
flowers and serve two reasonable-priced specials
(CBS, Terrytoons) introduced the first full-length,
in the philosophy and action of many successful Chinese
in addition to the regular menu. The meal I had
X-rated , animated film entitled Fritz the Cat, an ambiofficials and have both contributed much to Chinese
was "Pork Chops a la Pub," two pork chops with
tious undertaking for Bakshi who had trouble finding
philosophy.
sauerkraut, potatoes, green beans, and possibly the
a sponsor for the film. It was only a mild success,
Derk Bodde was a very different speaker than Wingbest roll I have had in Waterville. I must confess
partly because it employed animal forms as the principal
tsit Chan, who will return for two more lectures. He
that I am a great fan of Pub sauerkraut and I have
characters and it was difficult not to view the film as a
was not the sparkling entertainer that Chan has been but
raved about almost anything that included it.
long cartoon rather than as a serious cinematic effort.
gave an extremely lucid and ordered presentation on
This meal was good, and for $1.85 it was excellent
Bakshi has come a long way since Fritz and with his
Taoist philosophy.
On the regular menu, I like the roast beef sandlatest film H eavy Traffic , playing at Cinema Center
wiches, the braunschweiger, and the knockwurst
Phys Ed from page 5
through October 11 , has produced an animated masplatter. It still gripes me to pay $2.00 for a sandters and hats, and are also eligible for a discount for
terpiece which, I suspect, may be included in many
wich. I pay it and bitch. To be frank , I do not
personal skis at sports shops. The cross country ski
"ten best" lists when the time comes. Bakshi combines
go there to eat pizza. There are j ust other things
team is provided with boots, poles, and skis, and a unisome excellent live shorts with his animation, and ,
they make better .
form of knee sox, knickers , sweaters, and shell; and
after the initial shock passes , one forgets that he is
Now, a little constructive criticism: beware
this year they purchased skis with wheels to practice
watching an animated feature. There is no 'thick plot
of "bartenders in training" (I watched one put
not
fare
s
teams
do
on before snowfall. The women'
or involved story-the film is about an underground
orange j uice in my bloody mary) and , I cry, I
so favorably . The girl's tennis team supplies their own
cartoonist named Michael who is "sick and tired of
do not care if everybody likes your new brand
whites and shoes, and on ' occasion have the use of
losin ' " in, the great pinball machine of life. He lives :
of pickles—1 liked your old brand better!
warm-up clothing. The gymnastics team has no shoes,
half in the fantasy world of his cartoons and half in
Stu-G from page 3
no leotards, no full-time coach , and were until this
the violent , lonely world of New York City.
body? First , organizations are going to have to
year only partically equipped. The ski team has six
The film opens live and we find Michael playing a
search for other sources of revenue. For the ECHO
sweaters and hats, which they partially subsidized by
pinball maching and wondering "What makes you
that might mean a reduction in the number of middle
bake sales, for 10 competing members-and no equiphappy? Where do you hide? Who do you trust?" He is
pages or increased advertising. The Coffee House may
ment. The discount for skis is considerably smaller and
surrounded by pathetic characters- a drunk and dishave to increase its prices for fo od , and other organlimited to only a few members of the team.
orderly Jewish mother , an unrespected Italian father ,
izations may have to start charging or increasing
Practice times are another problem . Several of the
a deranged man who wants to kill Michael's pigeons,
admissio n fees, Secondly, the time may have
girl's teams are scheduled around the men; skiers had
a transvestite who picks up the inevitable rough trade .
come for the Colby student body to call for a
to adj ust practices and share the wax room with the
Jun kies, whores, Mafia-the only two innocents in the
reallocation of values, which must presuppose
men, which was not adequate for the need. The women's film seem to be Michael and Carole, a black-barmaid .
and precede any reallocation of funds.
hockey team , not officially recognized by the college,
Together they search for a more beautiful existence
held practice at 6:30 a.m.-because men and peewee
Feminist from page 3
some-Where, somehow-looking for a "Scarboro Fair ,"
teams had the ice at other times.
with . He then proceeded to ask Ms. Jacobs what the
as the soundtrack frequently reminds us.
Similarly illustrative of the greater emphasis upon
movement was doiiij*- to help oppressed minorities. Ms
Heavy Traffic is cruel, tough, funny, vulgar , and
male sports at Colby is the matter of recruiting and
Jacobs answered that Women's Liberation is aware of
loaded with insult and wit. Its X-rating stems not from
scholarships. The athletic department recruits a thl etes
all women and works in various ways to help alleviate
any pornographic qualities but rather from small gesto Colby by sending letters, telephoning prospective
the problems of economically oppressed sisters. She
tures and words of obscenity which are so vital in making
students, and eventually arranging meetings with them
cited a recent bill originated by the movement to
the kind of statement about the New York City Exat alumni homes along with members of Admissions
establish the minimum wage for domestic household
perience that Heavy Traffic seeks to make.
workers. This bill was vetoed last week by President Nixon and Financial Aid Staff . No contact is made with prosEven if one dislikes the characters, act ions , or lanpective female athletes. Although students are not
Ms. Jacobs also" fielded a variety of other questions
guage used in the film , it is impossible not to marvel at
granted "athleticscholarships," financial aid of evalranging from biological aspects of womanhood to
the superb sense of timing, editing, direction, and
uated on the basis of need by Sidney Farr. He forthe moral aspects of abortion. Often questions were
sound work in the film. See it- then let your imaginas a report to the Financial Aid Committee, which
ward'
answere d or expanded upon by members of the
tion explore the many possibilities that animation holds
acts u po n his recommen dat ions, taking into consideraau dience. Ms. Jacobs summed up her visit in the answer
for the future of media. We anxiously await Bakshi's
t ion SAT scores, transcr ip ts an d various categories,
t o one women 's question about when women can do to
next effort.
such as sup er ior stu d ents , periphera l talents, minority
un learn their role and portray a more realistic image .
students, and Maine students. Athletics comprise a
The most crucial thing, Ms. Jacobs answered , is to be
portion of tho peripheral talent quota*. There is one
aware of the situation , to know it exists, then use this
endowed' scholarship for athletics, the Lt. John
awareness to prevent falling into the age-old
stereotype,
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Booters
Blasted Again

X-Country
Worm s Up

by Bnan MacQuame
The Colby cross-country team ran its record to 3-7
over the past week with a fourth-place finish in a meet
with Keene State, Barrington , New England College,
and Norwich and the second place spot in a tri-meet
with Tufts and Boston University. Although the team's
scores were not impressive, individual performances
improved from the previous week and satisfying efforts
were turned in by all runners in at least one of the races.
Last Wednesday the team travelled to Keene State,
New Hampshire, scheduled to compete against the
regionally-ranked home team and Barrington. Norwich
and New England College turned up unexpectedly.
Colby ran with five competitors, the minimum for a
cross-country meet. The remaining members of the team
were unable to compete for various reasons. Keene
State unleashed an awesome arsenal of runners and once
again Colby was faced with an impregnable team block.
Keene State took the first nine places bef ore Colby
freshman, Frit Cooper , finished tenth. Frit ran the best
race of his young college career and continues to improve with each meet. Captain Don Buckley finished
sixteenth with a very good performan ce. Ken Cocton
was not far behind with a solid eighteenth. Leonard
Janssen ran twenty-fourth. The absence of a sixth or
seventh man hurt Colby's chances for a respectable
second place. Dean McLean , though sick, realized he
had to score and walked and ran the last mile, finishing last
last in a , nevertheless, gutsy performance. Coach Alex
Schulten agreed with Captain Buckley that the meet
was a "moral victory" for his young charges . Final
score: Keene State, 15; New England, 84; Barrington ,
89; Colby 93; and Norwich, 94.
Saturday the team journeyed to Franklin Park ,
Boston , for a tri-meet with Tufts and Boston Univer
sity. The presence of No. I New England runner.

Tufts' Dan Moynihan, did not inspire confidence but
the team ran very respectably. Tufts had an easy workout
as they swept the first eight places. Junior Paul Fagan,
enj oying his best race of the season, placed ninth.
Following him over the 5-mile course were Ken Cocton,
Ken Curtis, Frit Cooper , Dean McLean , John "Nutman"
Varril, and Don Buckley. The score: Tufts, 15; Colby,
57; and Boston University, 63.
The team has just two meets remaining. Yesterday they went up at Brunswick , against an injuryhampered Bowdoin team , last year's Maine champs.
This Saturday they will entertain the home crowd with
a resoundin g win over Maine Maritime. During halftime of the football game, enthusiastic support from
partisan Colby fans could do wonders for the morals
of the white Mule harriers.

Field

Hockey Foils
by Cheryl Booker
The women ' s field hockey team began the season
with a disappointing 2-1 loss, in an away game with
Bowdoin on September 27. Coach Jill Hodsdon reported that goalie Rhonda Luce played a "spectacular "
game , chalking up 15 saves. Colby 's offense proved to
be weak , as Bowdoin 's goalie.Laura Wigglesworth ,
struggled against only two shots on net. Freshman Sur
Zagorski scored Colby's only goal from her left inner
position , while Kitty Silver slammed two into the cage
for Bowdoin.
The team suffered its second disasterous defeat at
home on October 2, in a 7-0 game with Bates. In what
proved to be our most resounding loss ever to the Bates
team , Rhonda Luce again sparkled with 13 saves. During the first period of the game , Karen Harris scored
two goals for Bates, while her teammate Priscilla Wilde
also broke through the Colby defense. Wilde then scored
twice for Bates in the second half, along with Harris
and Wendy Tank-Neilson.
Coach Hodsdon is "still trying to find the right cornbin ation" for the Colby forward line, so many of the
players have been shuffling positions. Also, because
w omen 's varsity sports do not take precedence over
academic matters as is often the case in the men 's division, the team is not always able to play the same girls
when class conflicts are resolved. Co-captains Laurie
Fitts and Nancy Gettens will be leading a team which
hopefully will "find itself" during competition with
Orono this week. Sue Zagorski and transfer Ly dia
McAnerney, both ofwhomarc described as "fast an d
strong," should lend some support to a weak right
side, while freshmen Helen Richmond and Debora h
Perkins along with junior,Linda Martinek ,will be forming
^
a tough defense.

by Brad Cohen
The Colby soccer team suffered a tough 1-0
loss at the hands of Babson Saturday, extending
their scoreless string to three games. Coach Mukai
made some line-up changes for Babson, inserting
Brian Kiely, Pete Carman, Amy Newsteader and
Rob Spurtle into the first team. Colby also
switched to a 4-2-4 alignment for Babson, a team
that bombed Lowell Tech 6-0. Colby fought
Lowell to a 0-0 tie last week.
Bruce Carmichael had another fine game in goal,
and the senior is proving to be a solid, clutch
goalie, playing his third straight excellent game .
Andy Bagley played perhaps his best game of the
season at fullback against the highly rated Babson
team. In fact, the entire Colby defense played well
for the third straight game ;but it is tough to win
without scoring. Actually, Colby thought they
had scored in the Babson game, but J ->hn Harris's
effort was nullified by the referee, who ruled
no-goal.
Colby meets U. Maine Portland-Gorham
Saturday, and returns home next Wednesday for a
3:00 game with Bates.

LIBERAL ARTS DEGREES . . .
IRRELEVANT?
In your job search, you 'll run across all kinds
of glossy pages and promises that so-and-so
company wants graduates with liberal arts
degrees. Last year's seniors who chose either
VISTA or Peace Corps are at work in hundreds
of projects both here and in 59 countries overseas. Tea ching English as a foreign language?
working in Tuberculosis Control Programs,
Small Pox , and Malaria Eradication Projects ;
acting as agricultural extension agents; developing alternative schools; counseling in drug
crisis centers and many more. Demand for
thses assignments is, of course, great. It's
extremely important for you to ap ply before
December. To underscore this, VISTA and
Peace Corps representatives will be here to
share information and help in filling out applications during this semester only :

On October 23, 24 from 9:00 a.m.

to 4:00 p.m.

(i o to the placement office Now
and sign up for an interview.

Peace Coro s/VISTA

(stop)
Wonderin g what to do
with your hair?
Come in and ask us.
The

Village Barbers
113 Main St.

___

Tennis
Terrors
Triumph

F-Ballers
Flunk

by Dan Rapaport
The Colby College football team suffered their
third straight loss of the season last Saturday dropping
a 28-18 decision to Tuf ts at Ellis Oval in Medford ,
Mass. For the third straight week, Dick McGee's
Mules failed in one particular aspect of their overall game and this inabilityto "put it all together"
cost the visitors from Waterville the ballgame.
In the team's first loss to Middlebury , their
defense against the run hurt them badly. The
following week vs. Coast Guard the ground defense
improved but Colby 's inability to move the ball
on their own on the ground led to a sputtering
offense and eventual defeat. Last Saturday , the
Mules held their opponents to 100 yards rushing
while picking up 203 of their own, yet Tufts's
success through the air (150 yards) plus several
costly Colby errors (3 interceptions, 2 fumbles,
and 1 very untimely penalty) led to the Mules third
straight defeat.
Offensively, Colby moved the ball well, racking
up close to 300 yard s total, but mistakes at the
wrong time hurt several good scoring chances. The
Mules stellar running back Pete Gorniewicz racked

AL CO REY
Mus i c C enter

¦*by Gay Peterson
Colby s women's tennis team pulled off its second
win of the season against Bates, Tuesday, Oct. 2, with
another 4-3 score. Lyn Estes , in her usual form , won
her singles match over Jill Grayson of Bates in a quick
6-2,6-0. Janet McNanama followed suit with a good
score of 6-1, 6-2, and freshman Karen Huebsch defeated Pam Wansker, 6-2, 6-0. Susie Brown, '74, also
won her singles match 4-6, 6-0, 6-3.
Bates proved to be very good competition , and the
doubles teams all lost their matches, but in very close
games. It took Patty Daniels and Sandy Peterson of
Bates three sets to defeat Binky Com mack and Bev
Vayhinger with final scores of 2-6 , 6-3, and 6-2. The
final score of Susie Benson's and Carol Haffenreffer 's
match was 6-4, 7-5 and Val Jones' and Carolyn Frazier's, 6-4, 6-4.
The team is successfully' retaining its fine record of
forty wins, five losses, and three ties since 1968. It
has not lost a match since the spring of 1972.

up 198 yards. Rushing and returning kick-offs
and punts , Gorniewicz turned in another in what is
now a long line of great performances. Late in the
game , however, Gorniewicz suffered a shoulder
injury and at this time it is still unknown as to
whether he will play this week against Maine Maritime
Needless to say, he is needed .
Coach McGee attributed the revamping of his
team's running attack to the work of freshmen
guards Stu Georgitis and Mike Bolduc, each of
whom started for the first time and turned in
fine efforts. Quarterback Jim Hayes hit 10 for 24
but not for much yardage as again the Mules failed
to come up with a game-breaking play. Jerry
Minihan had another good game with 7 catches.
Defensively, the Mules were not beaten badly
at all yet Tuft s did move the ball through the air
and made fewer mistakes than their opponents.
McGee cited frosh Terry Fieldheim, Lenny Saulter,
and Hank Newman for their steady defensive play.
To say that the score of this contest gives a clear
indication of the game itself , would not be proper
reporting. Colby outplayed Tufts for at least three
quarters of the game and had it not been for some
untimely mistakes, the Mules would have returned
to Waterville a winner.
Coach McGee's young Mules need only that
element of cohesion, when all aspects of their
game are working, to blend into a solid football
team. The potential is there, let's hope the Mules
can j ell this Saturday vs. Maine Maritime.
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Your friendly lo cal jeweler has something
unusual , -Fi nnish Sterling J ewelry by
designer Matti Hyvarin en, impor ted by
us directly from Finland. Surprisingly
reasonable : Icon Pendant $14, 00.
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Thousands of Topics
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Send for your up-to-date , 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
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COLBY SPECIALS
Since 1932

Graduate Schools

$1 - 95
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Admissions people from the following schools will
be on campus :
Oct. 18-Amos Tuck-Dartmouth , MBA Program, a l daiy.
Oct. 23, 24-ACTION/Peace Corps, 9:30-4:00.
Oct. 31-Syracuse University, MBA Program ,
: 9:00-5:00.
Nov. 8-University of Rochester, Grad. School of
Management , 9:00-12:00 noon.
Nov. 12—Northeastern U., Grad. School of Professionail
Accounting, 9:00-1:30.
Nov. 13-Harvard TJ., MBA Program, 2:00-5:00
Nov. 14-Katharine Gibbs 1:00-5:00
Nov. 27-U.S. Marine Corps
Sign up for interviews in Lovejoy 110.

Music Series

BERRY'S

Wednesday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. in Given Auditorium, the first of the Colby Music Series Concerts
w
il b e held . It will feature music from the centuries
1
prior to Bach, sung and played on authentic early
instruments by The New York Pro Musica.
A few tickets are still available for the Music Series
Concerts. Tickets are sold by subscription only. The
special student price is $9.00 for the four concerts.
Tickets are available at the Music Office.

ART SUPPLIES

74 M A I N STREET
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Beef and Brew
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GET SOME LOVI N' BACK
Rolgh W. Atkins Co.
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photofi nish ing
Typew rit ers

-Sales
-Service
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Professor Wing-Tsit Chan will give the thrid lecture
of his series, "Neo-Confucianism Unity of Man and
Heaven ," tonight at 8 p.m. in Given Auditorium.
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Art Jan Plan s
Jan Plans in bookbinding, ceramics, photography,
and weaving are being off ered through the Art Department under the direction of Mr. Miller. For further information contact Mr. Miller or go to 203 Eustis .

Choral Ian Plans
An introduction to the study of musical styles
through intensive study of selected settings of Masses
of different musical eras, will be offered this January
by Prof . Re. Participants must be musically inclined
and have a clear , true voice. Students will be required to attend all rehearsals, which will take place
in which the results of the
daily, and keep a diary
|
rehearsals and readings are noted. See Professor Re if
you are interested. There is no limit on student registrants.

Jan Plan Reminder
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Students interested in Prof. Sacks' Jan Plan in Ireland
are reminded that deposits are due on or by Oct. 17. For
further information , see Prof. P. Sacks, Miller
Library , ext. 285.
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A Colby student who was taking the year off to
stud y as an apprentice furniture maker was shot and
killed last week when he climbed up in a tree to
shake down som e apples and was mistaken for a bear
by a neighbor .
Mike Shepardson , a freshman last year , was up in an
apple tree at dusk about one-quarter of a mile from
liis home in Amherst, Maine when a Reginald Leighton
mistook him for a bear . Police say Leighton fired a
single shot killing Shepardson instantly.
Ray Michael Shepardson was the son of Dr. and Mrs.
John Shepardson, Funeral services were held Sunday
in Rensselaer, N.Y.
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Graduate Services , Inc.
There is now a nation-wide service that matches
resumes of graduating college students wit h company
job profiles. Graduate Services, Inc., is a computer
service wit h seven regional offices soliciting resumes
in all fields of study from graduates of four-year
colleges throughout the country. A form may be obtained from Graduate Services, In.p., 8170 Hickman
Road , Des Moines, Iowa , 50322. There is a $15 service
fee.

Upperclassmen Parents ' Weekend
Friday, Oct. 12:
8:30 p.m.:Welcome: an evening of music with the
Colby Glee Club and the Colby Band , in Runnals Union
Saturady, Oct. 13:
9:30 a.m. : President's Reception for faculty,
parents , and students. Coffee and doughnuts. Museum
of Art.
10:45 a.m. :President Stridor 's Repor t to parents.
Given Auditorium.
4:00 p.m. '.Dean of Students' Reception for dean 's
list students and their parents. Museum.
9:00 p.m.: Student Groups entertain with music and
dance performances, Runnals Union.
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Mathematics Lecture
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The presentation for the Maine Mathematics Colloquium will be "The Nature of Applied Mathematics "
by Morris Kline , professor of mathematics at the
Courant Institute of Mathematical Science, New York
University. It will be given at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 16
in Lovejoy Auditorium and will be followed by a
Mathematics Seminar at 7:30 p.m. in Lovejoy Auditorhim , with Professor Kline speaking on "Mat hematics
in Western Culture."
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P otte r y Shop

=

The Colby Pottery Shop is open to all Colby stu
dents and members of the Colby community. The
$5 registration fee covers a period of one semester and
entitles the person thus registered to full use of clays,
tools, wheels, and glazes. Also included are clay and
bisque kilm firings. Registered persons wishing to use
the shop when it is closed must present an I.D. card to
the Roberts Desk in exchange for the shop key. The
Student Assistants for the Pottery room are Doug
Glen, ext, 510, KenWinslow, 3-2072, and Frank Fiore,
873-3648. B eginning potters should contact one of
the student assistants if help is needed. The $5 fee
may be paid at the Roberts Desk, to Bruce Cummings,
Director of Student Activities, or to any of the student
assistants.

Writers

Stu-G Election Results
Butler
Susan Wilton
Small
Janet Hansen
Chamnlin

Melissa Rodiman
Rohins
Dave Roulston
- Chaplin
Rich Whitecar
Pepper
Norm Rattey
Johnson
Sue Hoitt
Barbarie Beran
Averill
Carrie Miller
Sharon Walsh
Dana
Shelley Robert
Tom Hubner
Bill Calhoun
Kim Sheikh

Film Direction
Tomorrow night, Friday, October 1.2, at 7:30 p.m.
in Lovejoy, Film Direction will present The Bed
Sitting Room, a comicly-bitter fantasy by director
Richard Lester of Beatles' film fame, The film is concerned with "the shortest war in history." A short
fil m, Sweet Dreams, by Freude Bartlett , will also
be shown. Admission will be 75 cents.
Film Direction's next showing will be two weeks
from tomorrow night. Caccoyanis' Zorba the Greek
will be shown at that time along with a short, A Chairy
Tale, by Norman McLaren!

Calling All Cars
Elections were held last Thursday to fill the three
vacancies on Colby PIRG's local board. Two hundred
and sixty-nine students voted. The following people
were elected: Robert Burgess, Robert Ritzgibbons,
and Wendy Swallow.

, jj m.

by George Neuberger

The new and improved Colby College Band , now
more than, thirty members strong, has been spreading
its infectious spirit throughout the school and community in recent weeks. The Band began its season by
participating in the Greater WatervilleArea Community
Fund Drive's kickoff parade on September 29. The Band
took to the field during halftime of the annual homecoming game. In a thrill-packed rendezvous with destiny, the Band entertained the large football crowd.
This occasion also provided an opportunity for the
band to formally introduce its new director, Gordon
Bowie, Colby '66 , to the Colby community.
This year's Community Fund Drive will continue
through much of October , and the monies collected
will be distributed to numerous charitable causes in
the area. The band encourages students to help the fund
reach its goal this year.
This Friday night at 8:30, the Colby Band will
provide a concert in conjunction with Parents' Week-*
end. The concert will be in Runnals Union, Then, on
Saturday, the band will once again take to .the field in
an exciting half-time show guaranteed to thrill young
and old.

Marriner

Joel Young
J-QbMin,
Harry Friedman
Gerald Connolly
F.O!«-Woorjr nan
Dan Alexander
Ann Stadler
Frank Malinowski
Andrea Katz
Jim Peale
Robert s
Pipp Wiese
Mary-Lo w
Karen Sunderhauf
Jackie Olivet
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Cocktail Part y

The National Poetry Press has announced its
Spring Competition for the College Student's Poetry
Anthology. The closingdate for submission of manuscripts is Nov. 5. Any college student is eligible. There
is no limitation as to form or theme although shorter
works are preferred due to space limitations. Each poem
Must be typed or printed on a separate sheet and must
bear both the home and college address as well as the
name of the student. Manuscripts should be sent to
Office of the Press, Nat ional Poetry Press, 3210 Selby
Avc.,Los Angeles, Calif. 90034 .

Colby Band

Taylor
Claire Julian
Sturtevant
Kathy Rogers
Leonard
William Muller

Frats and off-campus results
not yet turned in to Stu-G .

Bike Race

Poetry Antholo gy

Stereo :New stereos at used prices, lowest prices
on or off campus. Call Robert Richardson, ext. 515

Brand new . White Stag Car Coat. Si2e 10. Cost $50.
Sacrifice for $30. Bright yellow', orange trim.
Betty, ext. 230 or Mary Low 235.

Music and dance performances by student groups
will be presented in Runnals Union, Saturday, Oct. 13,
at 9:00 p.m.

A senior-parent cocktail party will be held on Sat,,
Oct. 13, after the football game in Smith Lounge. The
contribution to the Senior Class is $1.25.

Students with experience in plumbing, carpentry
or electrical work for part-time work near campus.
Call 872-7885.

Ca r Coat fo r Sa le

Music and Dance

The Second Annual Pi Lambda Phi sponsored
all-campus bicycle races will be held on Saturday,
October 13, 1973, at 11:30 a.m.
The race will start and finish in the Quad. Maps of
the route are displayed in the dining halls. The 10-speed
class race will be 11 miles long, and starts at 11:30
promptly. The 3-speed class race will be six miles,
and starts immediately after the ten speed race has
left.
The first prize in each class will be a $ 10 gift
certificate from L.L. Bean 's. Other prizes will also be
awarded.
The entrance fee is $ 1* all proceed s will be donated
to the Waterville Community Chest.
All intersections will be adequately patrolled to
prevent wrong turns or accidents. Run the course
beforehand to see it firsthand.
Enter by calling Pi Lambda Phi at 872-9736., or
by registering in person at the house (in the Quad),
Money will be collected on the race day. Starting
positions will be determined by order of registration

Help V/anted:

Potential Pulitzer Prize Winners- The Echo is
looking for students interested in writing. If interested ,
call ext 240 or ask for Linden at ext. 523.
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Spanish speakers to work as VISTA 's in
barrios in the Southwest and as Peace Corps
teachers and resource' people in Latin America,
French speakers to work in African Francoghjme countries with Peace Corps. These are
phone countries with Peace Corps, There are .
positions of responsibility and sensitivity.
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Swimmingpool

Air Conditioning
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Cocktails • Tel . 207/453-901 1
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3 Min north of downtown Wuterviiie on r«, 201,• 11 & 100

Open 7:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. ; weekends to 11 p,m,
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Catering to the College Crowd

on Tuesday and Thursday nights: .I
BLUE G RASS W ITH CHRIS PRICKITT
®iv '!»il 1- I
One
of the Best A ssortments of Dri nks in Town
jj
7:00 a.m.-l :00 a.m.
| 19V2 Temp le Street
I
INFORMAL ATMO SPHEKL
GOO D FOOD

Next Week's Specials
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Thursday : Veal Parmesan
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Brunch
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Omelet of yo ur cho ice
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STEREO
COMPONENTS
Mcin tosh
KLH
ADVENT
BOSE
DUAL
SANSUI
B & 0
GARRARD

thorens
WOLLENSA K
KENWOOD
KOSS
J.V.C.
STANTON
ALTEC-LAN SING
REVOX

Intown Portland , Lewiston , Waterville

V

tandber g
TDK (Tape )
SONY
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
SHERWOOD
SHURE

Largest Hi-Fidelity Dealer
CHECK US FOR PRI CES

Ma i ne 's
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Grill Open 24 hours a day
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Broiled Filet of Sole '
Hot Corned Beef & Cabbage
j { l *^\ Friday :
Lots of Clam Chowder
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The Air ForceROTC
CollegeProgram has 3
thin gs to offer thatother
college pro grams don't.
1.6,500 scholarshi ps.
2. MOO monthly allowance.
3. Free flying lessons.
Enroll in Air For ce ROT C.
Contact

At

Lt. Col. Th eodore J. Finnegan

the Roberts Union Building

^

Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC.
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